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In the XXX Court....State  

Hon ...  

  

________________________________ /  

[Ps’ or Ds’] Credentialed Pleading to help the Court make 

Valid Justice as fair end void Justicides as unfair. 

With due respect to laws correctly read, interpreted and applied for valid Justice and valid closure, 

the law requires the Court to make [Ps or Ds] truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth for valid 

Justice prevail over [Ps or Ds] lie, the whole lie and nothing but the lie for void Justicides as follows.  

A Opening Statements  

 1 Attached is the needed credentialed memorandum of law (“LKJMOL”) with credible 

authorities in endnotes1-10 officially scripted as the credentialed unpolitical scripture (“US”) for everyone’s 

free use to please the Court to make valid Justice end void Justicides on the merits of the case with proof 

and end forcing lawobeyers to be scapegoated, scammed and destituted and make Peace and 

Truthisprudence end Violence and Jurisprudence. 

 2 The law is to accept maternities and paternities as valid Justice and as valid closure 

(“Peace”) adding it right like 1+1=2 (“Truthisprudence”)1 protecting women as a subject of special state 

concern.2  It helps all Courts,3 jurists,4 lawyers,5 juries (A4) and policemen6 use taxes in sextillions7 saved 

by not committing void miscarriages of Justice or Injustices (“Justicides”) as void closures (“Violence”)8 

adding it wrong like 1+1=11 (“Jurisprudence”)9 as men’s grand scheme of things like rights to do wrongs 

with no duties to do right and give mandatory relief10 to victims of law breakers since a self-serving absolute 

judicial immunity (“ASSAJI”) is not a license to break laws to protect law breakers hurting lawobeyers. 

 3 End of Violence begins Peace guaranteed by all Courts with ASSAJI making injurers 

make their injureds whole, and more as effective deterrents, because no one has the right to hurt anyone 

and profit from hurting in the world’s safest system of Truthisprudence ending Jurisprudence.1 

B Proofs of Justicides Committed in this Case  

XXXXX   

 Plaintiffs,  CASE NO.: ...  

v    
XXXXX    

 Defendants.   
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 4 Proofs of Justicides in this case with belief in Violence include the following:  

.1  

.2  

C Closing Statements  

 5 .... 

 6 ....  

WHEREFORE may it please the Court to please take judicial notice of attached credentialed 

LKJMOL as it helps Courts to end Violence making valid Justice as fair end void Justicides as unfair? 

Date:  12.09.2022  

Attachment LKJMOL A1-A4  Respectfully Submitted by 

/s/ [P or D] .... Pro Se ...  

 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE  

I CERTIFY that a copy of the foregoing has been furnished to parties listed on attached Service List by 

E-mail Electronic Transmission and/or Court ECF this 12.09.2022.  

/s/ [P or D].... Pro Se ... Original to Hon Court ....  

Copies to all included in the Service List ....  

 

 

 

 


